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I think it is quite sure to have a result. I did I believe it had

withme as I said, when I finished Occidental, the Lord has given

me a skeptical attitude wkk which led me not to accept the con-

clusions they gave but perhaps if I'd been out trying to convert

them I'd been more ready to accept them in the end! Insteadof
tremendously

taht I sat back and listened. But my confidence was so/shaken, It

is just the mercy of the Lord that I came through. I would not re-

commend to anybody else to get that kind of training.

They told us when I was in Princeton, there were two brothers,

one of whom went to Princeton Seminary and one who went to Union

Seminary. The one that went to Princeton Seminary came out a liberal

and the one who went to Union came out a conservative. I forget

the names of both of them now. Both besame rather -- fairly well-

known for a while. My observation was that the one who went to Union

and came out conservative, he reaction against some of the extreme

teachings at Union. So compared to the average Union graduate he

was quite conservative. But he was a very unintelligent conservative.

He didn't understand much from a truly Biblical viewpoint. The one

who went to Princeton and came out a liberal, the same way, he re-

acted against it. So he was liberal but nothing like what he would

have been if he'd gone to Union.

I used to think you could divide people into about 90% of

people accept what they are given with no questions. And that per-

haps another i 8% react violently wk* against whatever they are

given. Then there is maybe 2% who really think about things. So we

would really train more effective Christian workers if we simply

said, Here's like Bob Jones does, Hepe's the truth; take it. But

I feel thats if we can train a few who can really think and can

really apply the Bible to new situations as they develop, that in
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